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Abstract

The optimal regulatory strategy to promote research and development

aimed at cost reduction is derived in an environment where the firm's
information about the technology of cost reduction, although initially
imperfect, is better than that of the regulator. The manner in which
the optimal regulatory strategy varies with changes in the informational
environment is also described.
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i . nproduaction '

Of pri'nary concern to many regulators is the extent to which the firms

that they regulate are perceived to be innovative and actively engaged in re-

ducing their costs of operation Of course, regulated firms will have an

inest in reducing costs only if the proper incentives are created for them

to do so. It is the intent of this research to specify the properties of an

optinalregulatory policy designed to foster cost reduction by a regulated firm

under conditions of iperfect and asymmetric information. The informational

en-cir onment considered here is one in which neither the firm nor the regulator

initially know with certainty the level of cost reduction that will result

fro any specified amount of research and development effort on the part of

the fi rn. The firm, however, does always possess 'better information (in the

sense of Elackwell 1951]) than that of the regulator about the likely con-

sequences of its efforts designed to reduce costs. It is.only after a research

s:rar.ay has been chosen (in res::nsa no the incentive scheme offered by the

regulator) that the firm discovers the most efficient manner to realize any

specified alteration of the cost function.

In order to focus on the effects of imperfect and asymmetric informaticn

about the technology of cost reduction, other information is assumed to be per-

fect and synmetric. In particular, both the firm and the regulator are assumed

to know the cose and deLand functions that face the firm at any moment in time.

Thus, any: r ification of the cost function effected by the firm can be observed

by: t~ rulat-:: and nranslated into a single number that ccrresponds to the

azizaposic-~ gain in consumers' surplus that can be realized as a result .

o: the oserved change in costs.2

yurthermzor&, the analysis here is essentially static so as to rule out the

possibility of scrategi~c dynamic interaction between regulator and firm (of the



type considered by Sapping~on [19801) . Thus, there are no gains to the: firm,

for exam ple, from deliberately expending too little effort to reduce costs

today in order to gain greater benefit'under subsequent incentive schemes

initiated by the regulator in future years.

The analysis is also made less complicated, but perhaps more realistic,

by. resricting the principal to linear incentive schemes. In other words,

pay)er is to the firm for realized cost reductions must be comprised of a fixed

payment independent of the value of such reductions plus a prespecif ied frac-

tion of this value. In practice, regulatory rules are often expressed as simple

formulae rather than complicated functional relationships.3

The analysis will proceed as follows. In Section 2, the model is described

more completely and expressed formally. The properties of the optimal linear

incentive scheme are then derived in Section 3. It is shown that the firm will

be permitted to choose among compensation schedules, all but one of which will

t in a final outcome that is =:a= toinefficient (even though the

regulator could always ensure an efficient outcome if he chose to do so). An

intuitive exolanation of the finding.s is offered in Section 4 before conclusions

are draw in the final section. The optimal regulatory policy is derived for a

simple .case in Appendix A.

2. Descriio : the Regulatory Envirornment

In the rplat^ry environment considered here, there are three major sources

ofirs-ars symery The first source arises because the firm's informa-

:ies .ner i + :1fi.11Ir cos: reduc:32n,~ aough iniuially imper- act is:

better (i:n the sense of Blackwell [19513) than that of the regulator. This

phenomenon is captured by the introduction of a random state of nature, &,

the distribucion of which is known to the f irm, but is not known vith certainty;

by the regulator. IL is a ssumed that the regulator has a non-degenerate prior
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belief about the actual distribution of which is defined over the set of

all possible distributions of 0, {f (0),..,f (0)1. Knowledge of the actual

realization of a provides complete information about the potential for cost

reduction, since both the regulator and the firm are aware that the maximum

value to consumers (i.e., increase in consumers' surplus), x, that can be

achived from any research and development effort, e, aimed at cost reduction

in state & is given by the technology x = X(e, 6) (the properties of which are

defined below).

The second source of information asymmetry centers on the magnitude of

research and developWent (R and D) effort, e. Although the regulator may be

able to observ-e dollar outlays allocated to R and D projects that are ostensibly

aimed at cost reduction, he cannot monitor precisely the manner in which these

funds are actually employed, nor can he certify the level of intensity or

dedication with which the R and D efforts are actually pursued. Consequently,

: ssum+- here that the regula r cfanot observe the actual level of R

and D effort put forth by the f irn at any point in time, but only the results

of such effort, x.

The final source of information asym-netry stems from the fact that after

the regulator and finn have "negotiated" (in a sense to be made precise below)

a schedule accorc ing to which the firm will be compensated for any cost reduc-

tions itachieves,, he firm's uncertainty about the technology of cost reduc-

tion is resol"e. S..ch a resolution of uncertainty might result from an ex-

oIrto: re ~ phs (or feasibilit: stdy carried out by the firm before

c: chooses its iial level of -R arnd D effort. In terms of the notation intro-

duced above, thie ieasibility study wil1 permit the firm to determine the actual

realization of S before it chooses e. It is assumned that the study is financed

bthe regula".or as part of the incentive schiemne, but the costs of the study



(assued to be known to both the regulator and the firm) are not considered

explicitly here. It is conceivable, of course, that under some circumstances

the regulated firm might choose to fina-nce its own feasibility study to-lear:

the value of E before negotiating a compensation schedule with the regulator.

Such a possibility is, however, not considered here.

As noted in the introduction, both the firm and the regulator are assumed

to have perfect information about the firm's production costs and about the

demand functions that face the firm at any moment in time. The regulator is

also assuned to k the objective of the firm, which is profit-maximization.

In adition, so that the results presented in Section 3 can be attributed

solely to differencas in information about the technology of cost reduction,

all risk-sharing features of the regulatory process are ignored, and both the

regulator and the firm are assumed to be risk neutral.

Because there is no uncertainty ab:c: the cost and demand functions that

prevail in the industry, both the reglar. and firm can translate any change

in the firm's cost function into the maximum possible increase in consumers'

surplus (which is achieved by setting the prices of the firm at their Ramsey

levels). Consequently, any compensation schedule that the regulator might

offer the firm can, without loss of generality, be expressed as a function of

the value of ar: cost reduction in terms of the associated maximum possible

gain in consumers' surplus, x. Furthermore, because the regulator can observe

neitr an: incentive scheme must specify payments to the firm based

1n thecry,. such an incentive scheme may be of any functional form. Here,

though, ettercion is focused on the class of linear compensation schedules whic

can be expressed as R(x) a + bx, where R(x) are the revenues paid to the firr

for achieving co'st reductions that result in an increase in consumers' surplus



of o d s, and a and are constants. In practice, regulatory rules often

take si:ile mathematical forms ir: order to facilitate their administration

and to kane their ter-as and intent apparent to all concerned parties. 1 ith

a linear incentive scheme, the regulator can report to the public in'simple

terms a share of any gain in consumers' surplus that will be awarded the

fi: a an incentiva for cost reductions.

I: is assumed that the regulator acts faithfully in the interests of the.

consumers of the firm. More precisely, the objective of the regulator is to

maxi-ize the e.::ected increase in consumers' surplus net of payments to the

firm; The firm, on the other hand, wishes to maximize the difference between

the compensation it receives, R(x), and the costs of the associated level of

research and development effort. From the technology of cost reduction speci-

fie above and from knowledge of the true costs to the firn of any level of

R and D I effort, the actual minimum dollar expenditure required to achieve an

Lnrease in consumers' surplus of x.I:, rcir. state a can be specified as

D(x, ) . It is ausible to assume that the required expenditures increase (at an

increasing rate' with x so that D (x, 6) > 0 and D (xe) > 0 e, x > 0, fith
x = xx = =

strict ineoua'lit for x > 0. Also, in keeping with the role of 6 as a pro-

ductivity parameter, it is assumed that higher realizations of & correspond

to states in -w,-h:ch the costs to the firm of achieving any level of x are -aller,

and in ai t- argial costs of additional units of x are also s-aller, i.e.,

DO < 0 r e, x > 0 with strict inequality for x > 0.

-r -.. - lao' prolem is stte fomly one adiioa feature

oi herg a:o e--environment need be made explicit. The set of possible

distriurian of £, -[f~(),...,f (O)}, is restricted to any N continuous distribu-

tions with s:ri ct ly posit ire support on the interval {e,IO (& > 0) which stand

in a relation of first-order stochastic dominance. In other words,
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F (y) > F (e) > ... > Fr (6) .6 e [0,0] where F (0)= f1(§)d§. Thus, the

set of possible distributions might, for example, consist of N exponential

distributions or N normal distributions, each with the same variance.

Intuitively, the assumption of stochastic dominance ensures that the

higher the numerical value of the superscript on the actual distribution of

0, the more conducive is the technological climate to cost reduction efforts.

In other words, an arbitrary research and development effort, e', is more

likely to lead to cost reductions that provide an increase in consumers'

surplus in excess of any specified level, x' = X(e',6'), the "higher" the

.distribution of 6 (since F1(0') > F3(0') for i < j).

To reiterate the nature of the informational environment considered here,

then, at the time when the regulator designs an incentive scheme to foster cost

reductions that would otherwise not be forthcoming, neither the regulator nor

the firm has perfect information about the prevailing technology of cost reduc-

-' t as captured in 6). Both par:ies, however, realize that the f irm's

information is better than that of the regulator. It is also known that before

the firm must make a final decision about the magnitude of effort to invest in

the R and D process (but after a compensation schedule is agreed upon), the

firm, though its feasibility study, will learn exactly how successful such

efforts will be (i.e., it will observe the realization of 0).

A straightforward application of the results of Harris and Townsend [1981]

reveal tha: inl a situation of this type, the optimal strategy for the le~ss-

inf omed par t7 (the regulat or) is to of f er the bet ter-inf ormed party ( thU firm)

a choce aczng co ncracts (linear compensation schedules) . If the set of corn-

pensation schedules is designed appropriately, the firm may be induced to use

its information to select schedules fram among the set offered in a manner

consistent with the .preferences of the regulator, were he to share the firm's



privil e :d info rmation. 'Thus, tie regulator can do no better than to offer

the f i:~ at most N distinct compensation schedules (one corresponding to each

of the possible di.=tribu tions of 9) f ron which the f inn is permitted to make

a b ind choice.

With this fact in rind, the' regulator's .Problem (RP) can be stated. as

follos

jr 1 1 1i1 1.axinize j [x (8) R (x (e)) f (6)d8
R~~~ (I)..,()

SubjIct-Lo: (RP)

(IR) f[Ri(x1 (G)) -D(Y'(e),e)]f'(oa > 0

(SSB) J iRi(x (8)) "-D (x (0) ,eS) J f'i(o) de > J[R3 (x' (d)) - D(x3 (8) , 6) 3f 1 (e).do9

(SSW) x9(&) = argmax R (xi) }- D(x' ,G) i ,, .

where P" RX) = al + b x is the compensation schemne that the f irm. will
select when the actual distribution of e is f)1(6) ,

2. () = the increase in consumerst surplus that will be forth-
comintg in state 6 under compensation scheme R1-() ,

= probability that f 1(e) is the actual distribution of 0,

cost reucio : zd not xwishiug tc impose a po-licy that would bankrupt the
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firm, the regulator will not compel the firm to accept any scheme that, und -r

the actual distribution of 6, promises an expected loss to the firm. The

(SSB) constraints guarantee self-selection between contracts, i.e., .they

ensure that the firm will choose compensation scheme R (x) when f C0) is the

actual distribution of 0. The (SSW) constraints ensure self-selection within

each contract, i.e., they guarantee that the firm will undertake sufficient

research and development in state 6 to realize an increase in consumers surph

of x~(6) under compensation scheme R (x). It is assumed throughout that when

indifferent among two or more incentive schemes (or levels of effort)., the

firm will choose the one preferred by the regulator.

3. Properties of the Optimal Incentive Scheme

Absent imperfect and asymmetric information, the regulator would simply

order the firm to undertake the socially optimal level of cost reduction, i.e.,

reduce costs sufficiently so as to increase consumers' surplus to the point

a nich further increases would impose costs upon the firm that exceed the

gain in surplus to consumers. In terms of the notation employed here, the

socially optimal level of increase in consumers' surplus in state 6., x*(6.),11

is determined by the equation D (x*(6.) , 8.) = 1.

Similarly, if the set of possible distributions were narrowed to a single

distribution, fS(6), so that the regulator and firm shared the same informa-

tiot ex ante, the optimal strategy for the regulator would be to offer the

f irm the single conpensation schedule Ri(x) = *+ x where

a - x -D(x*(S),6)]f (6)dt. This scheme would be efficient in thI

it would induce the f irm to realize the increase in consumers' surplus that is

ex post Pareto efficient in the particular state of nature that is eventually

realized, whatever that state might bec5 The scheme also extracts all of the

f irm's expected gain, so that R (x) is clearly the best scheme fromt the point
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6
of vieo the regulator. It is also the best scheme from a social viewpoint

(i.e. , one in. which the gains of consumers and the firm are equally weighted)

s inice it is an efficient scheme.

It is also true that the regulator can guarantee an efficient outcome in

every s ate of nature even under the more general conditions considered here.

To do so, he need only offer the firm the compensation scheme R(x) = a + x

where a = - {x*(6) - D(x*(0),0))f (0) de (< 0 by assumption). This scheme,

how.ever , will grant the firm a strictly positive expected return under every

distribu-.ion except f~(&) . (Recall that f (-) is stochastically dominated by

all other possible distributions.) Also, the gain to consumers from this

scheme is identically ia1I whatever the actual distribution of 6. Whether such

a strategy is ever optimal for the regulator to pursue is addressed in Proposi-

tion 1. First, though, Lemmas 1 through 4 describe some findings that are

essential to the proof of the Propositi:.., and also provide some insight into

the optimal set of compensation schedules.

Le:ma 1. The increase in consumers' surplus that will be realized under any

coupensation scheme R(x) = a + bx with b (strictly) positive is a (strictly

increasina function of e.

Proof. Let x(,t ) represent this increase. By (SSW) in (RP), x(b,6) is

deterninedh t: ecuation D (x(b,0),e) = b.x

Total. iffr re:ia:ion with respect to 6 reveals that D . -x + D (-,-) = 0,

25: i-::.-. -, -) is non-negative since, by assumption, D~ (-,K) > 0

anf D (,A ) < .X(,-) is strictly positive whenever x(-) is strictly posi-

tir'e, whichi wil always be the case if b > 0.

Q.E.D.
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Lem a 2 The increase in consu:aers' surplus that will be realized in any

* state 6 is a strictly increasing function of the slope, b, of the compensa

Lion schedule selected by the firm, b > 0.

Proof.. Using the noatation developed in Lemma 1, it follows from (SSW) in

"( (R) that D (x(b, ),) =b .

1iernceD , )xb(") = 1, so that since D (",.) > 0 Vb > 0, xb (s) > 0 also.

Q.E.D.

Lea a 3. The expectead net return, to the firm under any compensat ion schedule,
{
J!R(x) - D(x, ) ]f (O)de, is increasing in i (i.e., the firm's expected

return is greater the "miore productive" the environment).

Proof. Under distributLion f (&), the f irm 's expected net return f rom schedule

')= a + bx can, using the. nota: _ofLea i., be written. as

j~b~be - ~x~, ) ,e) ajf (e)d&. Since D ('.) = b and D0 U, ) < 0,
[bx(b e) - D(x:(b, 6), 6) J is an increasing function of e. Hence, the Le mma

follow;s from the assumption that F c)>F 8 rs I[,0)] whenever i < j .

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Su pos tha t the optic a set of compensation schedules (i. e. , the

soluricn To _'leaves the f irrm indi.ffeBrent between R (x) and R (x) under

tribution f i(?) . The correspondinhg proof under f .( v) is similar, andc' is omni tLE



incePRJ(x) is preferred by the firm to Rl(x) under fh(0), g(;bbi)fh()dO>O

hi h h h h
from (SSB) in.P(R), where g(8;b ,b ) [b x(b .,0) -D(x(b ,O) ,0) +a ] -

[b x(b',e) - D(x(b',.9),S) + a ). It is straightforward to verify that

h , h i
g(8;b ,') is an increasing function of e when b >b , and that g(-) also

j h
increases as its second argument increases. Consider.the case in which b> b >b

Jg(6;bJb ) f3()d0> g(6;bOb )fh(o)de

{g(0gb6;bb~bJ(fhdO)dg\0.

The first inequality holds because Fh (6)> F3(8) V £ [0,e]. The second in-

equality holds because g(6;bb ) > g(0;b,b ) 0 E [8,6]. This result states

that the firm strictly prefers R$ (x) to R'(x) under distribution f3 (0), which

violates the hypothesis.

Now consider the case in which b = b. If bh > b = b, then

{g(0;bhj j)fJ(6)d- bb j h(6) > 0

which is a contradiction. And if bh< b = b , then

Jg(6;bh,b1)f (6)d6> g(6;bhb )f (&)dO >_ 0

b i h i
because g(;b'),b ) is a decreasing function of e when b < b . Hence, another

contradiction is reached. Arguments presented in the proof of Proposition l

reveal that other cases need not be considered as possible solutions to (RP).

Q.E.D.

Lernas i through 4 are instrumental in the proof of Proposition 1. This

proposition describes the major features of the optimal regulatory plan to foster

research and development. It is apparent that the optimail plan will not ensure



that an ex post Pareto efficient outcome is always realized, even though it

is within the.regulator's powers to do just that. In the statement of the

proposition, E (Rif$) represents the expacted net return to the firm under

incentive scheme .R x) when f 3 (G) is~ the actual distributionof 0.

Proposition 1. The optimal set ot linear compensation schedules {R (x) a +b ,

i = 1,...,N} has the following properties:

1 2 N-I N
i) a > a > ... > a > a

1. N-I N
ii) O< b < ... <b <b

iii) b' = 1

iv) Er(R'lf') = 0 Vi = l,...,i, where i is the smallest value of i

i
for which b > 0,

v) E7r(RJf) is increasing in i, and strictly so if b > 0

vi) E1(Rlfi) E (Ri~lfi) =

Proof of Proposition 1.

- --i -iLet R (x) = a + b x be the 14 < N distinct compensation schedules with stric

positive slope that (perhaps along with R(x) = 0) comprise the optimal set. Note

that it is without loss of generality that compensation schedules with strictly

negative slope are not considered in the solution to (RP)., because. such schedules

will always induce the regulated firm to select x = 0, as will a schedule with

slop.e of zero.

Parnerrr, 16: I be~ the set of all superscripts an those distributions

under which the firm will choose (i x) . Then (RP) can be rewritten as.



1{ax Iiz e

subject to:

{(14)x E,)f )d. - a }

i=2. hE-I'

(PS')

D[(xx(b' 8) 8} +xalb,6),e) + > 0

Vh Ii, 3= 1,""a

J[b x(b ,8) x )6)+ f(Od(SS3')

30[ x (P, ) - +~( ~s)- ih )a
1hEI 1 Z,j 1

where, as defined in Lemmna 1, x(b', e) is the increase in consumers ' suarplus

that the firm will produce in state e after choosing compensation scheme. Ri(x).,

The Lagrangian Lunction associated with .(P'). is.

L = N h (-i (b-i )h -i e
i=1 h CI

F --- h
L i G[b'x(P&) -DQ(b6) ,O) + airf ()de

i=1 -,-r2-
1" 1 1! c-1

N
±~ L

i= l ~~T.L -b

D (x

- t_

[ [b(Ye x D x b2 ,'6) , ) + a )f ri ) d 6

.~-~es~r~' t is helpful to determine which of th e multipliers,
nif any, are identically zero.

First, f-1on (SSB') ~3 '(TIR') , it follows that
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J axb' Dx'1'O8O0 + a Jf (O)de-

F h
> [bx(b 1 ,Q) - D(x(b 6j)s6) + 'a ']f (O)dQ

VhcI for each i=.2,...,M

> 11kJ[b~x(b1O) - D(x(b a),) Ilfk(o)de >0

Hence, A = 0 Vh s I1 for each i=2-69 2, .

Second, defininr_'-ni) minimum { I }, it follows from Lemma 3 that )lh=o

Vh #n(l.).

T h ro l o sd - ci j h 0

Third, it foll retly from Leimma 4 that y =-0 Vj >i+ and

V < i-i, for each h s

Fourth, ifyii-h > 0fo smeh>niadacI , then by Lemma 3,

ET R' f h = E7(R-lIf h) > E R'_ 1f n ) which violates the definition o f

R'(x) as the compensation schedul~e that will be selected by the firm uinder

all distribution fh(8 where h c I. eneI i--l)h = 0 Vh # n i)

anh I, for each i= 2,...44M.

A s lar a .r ._t by contradiction explains whyy= 0 Vh <M (i)

- a ~~and h cT, for each i =l,... ,y-l.
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h i,n (i) ,i1n() i +1mi -,imi1

heI

-+ i+1,i,n(i+l)

where 1,0,h M,M+l,h o,1,h M+1,N,h
wnre Y =y=Y =Y =0 Vh

Summing- all of these equations reveals that A 1 =n(1= 1, which along with

Lemna 3, proves property (iv) of the Proposition. (Note that property

(v) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and the (SSB') constraints.)

Then, from equation (3.1) with M = 1, it follows that

2,1,n(2)_ h 1,2,m(1)
Y =-.1 - 5+Y > D,

hel

A proof by contradiction which proceeds, much as does the proof of Lemma

- :=U-s that whenever y > , Y = 0. Hence,

2,1,n(2)_ - h
Y ' =1- . A straightforward induction proof that employs

heIl

these two findings and equation (3.1) reveals that y ' >n W =
i=1h

1 - . 4 > 0 V i= 2,...,N .and therefore, ij = 0 for all
j=1 hcI

other i, j, h. Hence, by the complementary slackness conditions associated

with (SS'B'), property (vi) of the Proposition is proved. It only remains,

then, to prove the first three properties. The foregoing findings allow

sipfication to the following equations of the M necessary conditions

f or a maxinum derived f rom dif ferentiating the Lagrangian with respect
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hl h

xJ 
=l hcl3

+ h* Jx(W8 6 )fh (0) - fn (80)d (3.2)
haT

where inN±(0) = 0 8

yy e--_e aU the assu,-ption of stoch-astic dominance, the first term on

the right-han~d side of (3.2) is strictly positive for all i = 1, ... ,15-l

and zero.for i = I; the second term is non-negative V i , and is strictly
positive whenever R'-(x) is selected by the firm under more than one

distribution of 50. Consequently,b < 1 Vi=1,.,i- since

$b,) > 0 II 8*by Lemnma 2. :z:,~_i with equality if

M
and only if I = f{NI. It is proved in Appendix C that the regulator will

never induce the :irm to choose a contract whose slope is strictly less
tha uitywren 0)is the true distribution of 0 . Thus, b = b 1.

I t onlyj r e ai to be shown, then, that bA< < ~.. < blt which, along with

Le~a L4, is suffcient to prove property (ii) in Proposition 1. Property

(i) folowms L re~ly from propert y (ii) since if a particular compensa-

tip 5- ot2- a s caller slope and a smaller intercept than another

-~ bxb,) Dx(bP ,0) + ~1
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As note i. LmIa 4, g.(<;b,b) > 0 for b > b , so that since

F (S) F(3) V c [Sc], J g(G;b ,i)f 3 ( )d9 > g(D;b ,b )fn ()d3 > o.

This result states that the f:Lrm strictly prefers copensation schedule

R'(x) tc' 9 (x) when ff ]( 0 ) is the actual distribution of 0, whic~h viclates

a (SS) constraint. Bence, for i < j, bl < b 3 .

Q.E.D.

There are a few features of the optimal regulatory strategy that

des -: particular emphasis. First, the sequential ordering of slopes

(and intercepts) of the compensation schedules is of a particularly

simple nature. Second, the fact that the slopes of the compensation

schedules will always lie between zero and unity makes the interpretation

of the slope as a "sharing ratio" particularly appealing. Third, it is

only in those environments least conducive to cost reduction that the firn

cnes not retain any of the additioal: _para generated by its efforts.

And fourth, it is only in the most productive environment, f (B), that the

increase in consumers' surplus that is actually realized in any state is

the amount that is ex post Pareto efficient in that state. A complete

explanation for these features of the optimal regulatory strategy is

presented in Section 4. The discussion in Appendix k is presented in

order to provid .eel for the magnitude of the relevant values in a

-. hed sins an incentive scheme to prornote resear ch and develop--

mant aimed a: cost reduction, the regulator must be concerned both with

the total expected increase in surplus generated by any compensation
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schedule and the share of this total that will be awarded consumers.

Ideally, the- regulatar would like to award consumers the largest possible

share of the greatest possible expected total increase in surplus regard-

less of how conducive the environment may be to successful cost reduction.

In most regulatory situations, though, it will not be possible for the

regulator to do -so because of uncertainty about the technology of cost

reduction.

As noted in Section 3, the regulator can, despite the informational

limitations discussed there, always ensure that the total expected increase

in surplus, [x(a) - D(x(G),O)]fi(6)dG, is as large as possible under

every possible distribution, f (6), by offering the firm the single

l 1 l
efficient schedule R(x) = a+ x where a*=- [x*(o) - D(x*(6),O)Jf (O)d6.

In d1'ng su, however, the regulator salvages all of the expected

gain in surplus for consumers only in the environment least conducive

Ezst reduction (i.e., only when f (f ) is the actual distribution of 6),

and awards "too large" a share of the total surplus to the firm under all

other situations. The sense in which the firm's share is too large can be

made precise in the following manner.

Recall from Lemma 3 that the level of expected net payoff to the firm

from any feasible compensation scheme (i.e., any one that satisfies (SSW) in

(RP)) is greater under f$(8) than under f (8) whenever i < j. Consequently,

if the fir is grarnted an expected net payoff of, say, T1 by the optimal

C.: ::npeia schedules under distributiont f (0), it musvt recenT

strictly more than under distribution f 3 (6) since, at worst, the firm

can always choose the same schedule it would choose under distribution f (0).

The additional expected payoff that must be awarded the firm in the more

productive environment, though, will~ not exhaust the entire gain in ~surplus
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af forded by the occureice of f (6) rather than f (G) as 1ong as the slope

of the compensation schedule selected by the firm under f1(6) is less than

ucity. Thus, as long as the slope of each compensation schedule in the

optimi set does not exceed unity, the regulator can always salvage for

cons:ners soe fraction of any incremental surplus generated under an

envi.r.ment more conducive to research and development.

Furthermore, the closer is the slope of some compensation schedule,

to unity. the smaller is the fraction of any incremental surplus

that the regulator can retain for consumers in the event of distributions

that stochastically dominate the one in which R (x) is selected by the

firr. Thus, although a compensation schedule with a slope (b ) less than

unity is inefficient in the sense that it does not maximize the total

i
expected surplus (to consumers and the firm) under the distribution, f (6),

which it is selected, such a ciscon sistent with the regulator's

desire to maximize the expected increase in consumers' surplus -because it

reduces the share of incremental surplus that must be awarded the firm under

distriutions that stochastically dominate f^(B) below the corresponding

share if b were (greater than or) equal to unity.

In order to formally prove the foregoing assertions, it is helpful to

introduce the flowiofng terminology:

m -r

i possible increase in total expected surplus in excess of the

lee achievec under f (6) with comnpensation schedule R< (x) =a +r b x

that can be achieved under distribution fd (0) (j > i) .
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1ir n Incre.menta1 Sur2ius to the Firm (MISF)

[b x(b ,) - D(x(b J))[fL(9) - f (6)]dO is the minimum amount of

additional surplus that must be awarded the firm under f$(0) above the

amount awarded the firm by schedule R (x) under f (6).

Traction of Incremental Surplus to the Firm (FISF) E MISF/IS.

The expression for MISF cited above follows directly from the (SSB)

constraints in (P). Note that if the regulator induces the firm to choose

an efficient compansation schedule under distribution f (6), then IS = MISF

so th^ rFISF = 1. in other words, if the optimal set of compensation

schedules is such that the firm chooses an efficient schedule under some

distribution, f'(&) I # N, then the firm must be awarded all of the addi-

tio-nl expected gain that is generated under every distribution that

stochastically dominates f (6). At the other extreme, if b1= 0, then

FIFF =0 and the regulator can re:ain the entire gain in expected surplus

for consumers. Furthermore, it is straightforward to verify that the

expression for IS decreases and that for MISF increases with increases

in b , so that as b approaches unity (from below), the value of FISF

increases towards unity. It can also be shown that 1ISF > IS whenever

b > 1, so that SF 1 and FISF increases as b increases above unity).

In o:her words, if the schedule selected by the firm under distribution

(5) has a slope greater than unity, then conrsumers will be forced to

e:ect=less consu ers' surplus under all distributions which stochast.cal.y

Jami~az i 5 ;:han they receive uader iA(e), even tho ugh a greater t~o t.al

expected surplus is always available under these other distributions.

This lattermaost conclusion explains why it will never be optcimial for

the regulacor to set in excess of unity the slope of any compensation
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scheu:le that will be selected by the firm. Also, the regulator will

N
never want to set at unity the slope of any schedule other than R (x)

since by doing so, he would foreclose the opportunity for consumers

to shar in t h, larger e:pected gains in surplus under technological

enci ernas more conducive to research and development.

N
The e:tent to which the slopes of all schedules other than R (x) will

faLl short of unity depends upon the relative frequency with which the

varic s distributions occur and the differences in total expected surplus

gains wrn the distributions. The smaller the slope of any schedule,

the snall r is the fraction of the potential total expected increase in

surplus that is actually realized when the particular distribution occurs

under which this schedule is selected. Offsetting this effect, though,

is the aforenentioned fact that the smaller the slope of any schedule,

r e greater the fraction of ad di :i: ected surplus generated in

environments more conducive to cost reduction that can be retained for

consuners. pence, as the comparative static results in Appendix A

suggest, the reglator will be more willing to forego gains in surplus

under some distribution f (), the more probable are distributions

that stochastically dominate f~(?) thought to be and the less probable

is f (), its thought to be.

r-, ./c of perfect information about costs and demand, the

op-i-a or a regulator charged with maximizing consumers'

surplus ( s :ozial welfare) in any one period is well-documented (in,

for exacple. Laumol and Bradford [1970]). Recent advances have also
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been zca in describing the optimal strategy for a regulator in the

presence of asymetric information about current costs and/or demand (see,

for example, Baron and De ondt [1981], Baron and Myerson [1982], Loeb and

Nagat [1979], Sappington [1982] and Vogelsang and Finsinger [1979]).

Litte attention, though, has heLetofore been afforded the optimal

strategy of a regulator charged with maximizing the present value of

consumers' surplus when the regulated firm has the unique ability to

effec cost reductions in its operations and when the firm has more

precise information about the technology of cost reduction than does

the regulator.

This research has analyzed the optimal strategy for a regulator

under such conditions. It was shown that the regulator shouid. design

a sat of compensation schedules from which the firm can employ its

-erior information to make a biniin choica. The optimal set of

linear schedules are such that the firm will expect only to break

even in those environments least conducive to cost reduction. In each

of the "more productive" environments, the firm will select more profit-

able schedules that permit it to retain successively larger fractions

(not in excess of unity) of any increase in consumers' surplus that its

efforts generare, less some fixed payment. Thus, in order to induce

the firm toem.cy its privileged infortion and abilities in the

process oc:: reduction, the regulator should not, in general, limit

cuestions of: moral hazard and adverse selection do not arise.

Needles to say, there are a number of important ways in which the

model developed here abstracts from reality. First, regulation is an ongoing
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proc:ss wnwchr the regulator and firm interact and acquire information

about cac other over tine. Intertemporal strategic reaction to regulatory

i nt -ives, there fore, nay be important to consider. Second, the regulator' s

infor alion about actual costs and demand is likely to be imperfect. Third,

both the regulator and firm may be extremely averse to situations in which

the firm's overall prof its are negative (situations that are not ruled out

by the incentive scheme developed above). And fourth, the range of environ-

men i-ch reflect the potential fo.r cost reduction may not be so easily

idr id and ranked by the regulator. These considerations remain as

topi :: for future research.
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Appendix A

The optimal set of compensation schedules is derived here for the

case in which e may follow one of three possible uniform distributions,

i.e., f (s) U(6,91) i = 1,2,3 with 0 < < e<92 0 2 3. At the outs,',

th firm knows the actual distribution of 6 while the regulator believes

.that the actual distribution is f (6) with probability 0 > 0, i = 1,2,3.

It is also assumed here that D(x,e) = 2x2 /6. The solution to (RP) under

these assumptions may consist of either two or three distinct compensaci.on

8schedules. Attention is focused here on the latter case. When the values

of 9 and 9 i = 1,2,3 are such that the regulator will design three

distinct schedules, the slopes of these schedules will be:

1 lJ 11 .2 3 2 1b~ = $' t /[4 6 + (p + $ )(6 - 0 )

b2 _ 2e2 / 2 02 383 _ 2)] , and 3 i
1 23

The corresponding values for a , a , and a can be computed and shown

to satisfy properties (iv) and (vi) in Proposition 1,

Straightforward manipulation of these results reveals that the

slope of the R (x) schedule i 1,2 increases as 4 increases and
3

4 decreases by the same amount. b also increases as 61 decreases.
j=i
Thus, as suggested by the arguments in Section 4, the regulator will be

less :;illing :o forego any available surplus in the environment represented

-7 : 3 .: t amore sure he is that this enivironment, rather thani

more productive ones, is the actual one, and (ii) the smaller the amount

by which the total expected surplus from .any schedule under fi+(0)

exceeds that under f (0).
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Iiu~ illustrates the~ optimal triple of compensation schedules

for ire particular case in whiclh the regulator's prior beliefs are diffuse,

i1. /3. and in which 4 0, 6= 1,2 2, and 0= 4

m t~~S 03Cthe three sche~duiles are:

R (Y,) -2/288 + l/3x

K2(x) = -7/288 + 1/2x

R3(x) = -61/288+ lx

Fig.:- - also i llstrates how a particular value of x is selected by the

fir: -&f ter a c o aensa:t on schedule, say R1(x), is chosen. Subsequent to

the actual realization of 8, say v, the firnm will choose from anong the

f eas-ible (x, R) - pai=rs defined by Kl (x) the one (x, R) that provides the

grecatestnet return in-, state E. The curve labelled -g () is Figure 1 depicts

c:.ase (x, R) pairs atom; which th '-:'i~frent in state A. It' s

2'
equation is given by R-(x) - 2x / k, where It is a constant. Note

that let returzns to the f irmn increase t;ith novements in a northwesterly

drect~n
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Appendix B

A brief discussion is offered here of how the conclusions drawn

above would differ if the firm's information about its technological

environment were perfect before the optimal regulatory policy was forniulatec

if the firm knew the actual realization of 0 from the outset, then

it would never face any uncertainty about its technological environment.

Possession of such information would alter the nature of the optimal regulatory

policy to promote research and development in a number of fundamental

ways. First, the firm would no longer accept any scheme that, ex post,

caused it to suffer a loss in profits. This is not the case under the

scenario considered above, since the risk neutral firm was willing to

accept a schedule that increased its expected (ex ante) profits,.but not

necessarily its ex post profits. Analytically, when the firm knows 0 from

.+ .2tset, the individual ratior ality (IR) constraints must be rewritten

as ex post rather than ex ante constraints.

Second, if the firm knows that the actual realization of 0 is, say,09 ,

then there is no longer any advantage to the regulator of having the

firm first choose a compensation schedule from among a particular set and

then decide upon a level of research and development expenditures. Faced

with such a "dual" choice, the firm would always choose the schedule that

offered the grearest net return in the only relevant state, e, and then

proceed tocrealize that net return. Thus, the optimal regulatory policy

m3.stre - 2plator offec tb-e f-irm only one comipensation schedu'l.

This optimal schedule would maximize the expected net gain in consumers'

surplus while respecting the f irm' s right not to accept any arrangement

that would result in a loss of profits.



T -i~the:atical structure of such a model would correspond closely

Lo th~at developed by Sappington [1982]. Using the techniques that he

de ve1opy; there, it is str.ihtforward to prove that when the firm has
complete information f romn the start, the optimal linear incentive

schedule will have a slope whose magnitude is strictly between zero

arm :::t;y. Thus, an outcome that is ex post Pareto efficient will

never be induced, no matter what the actual realization of e.
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Appendix C

It is proved here that the regulator will never induce the firm to

choose a contract whose slope is strictly less than unity when fNt0)is

the true -distribution of 0, i.e., bN I.

N
Suppose b= b < 1, and the corresponding optimal set of compensation

1 -M
schedules is {R (x), ... , R (x) }.

Then, a set of compensation schedules that provides a strictly greater

value for the regulators objective function in (RP) is {R(x), ... , ()

R*(x): where

N -MN
R* (x) =ax - a + x

and where aN - [x*(e) - D(x*(0),)]f (8)d8 ,

ff M M M N
and a - [b - xb,) - D(x(b ,6),0) + a )f (6)dO

is designed so that: (i) the firm is indifferent between it and

R 1(x) under fN(6), (ii) it induces an ex post Pareto efficient outcome

in each state since b*= 1, and (iii) it will not be selected by the

firm under any distribution other than fN(0). Hence, the only effect

of introducing R*(x) is to increase the total expected surplus under

t
f (6) without increasing the firm's share of this larger total. There-

fore, the regulator's expected payoff is increased through the introduction

Q - .fl.
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FOOTNOTES

1. It should be noted that although the analysis proceeds here in terms

of incentive schemes-designed to promote cost reduction, the results

derived also apply, with some minor re-interpretation, to incentive

schemes designed to foster improvements in the quality of the firm's

products.

2. In the ensuing analysis, the regulator is assumed to base the firm's

compensation on the realized gain in consumers' surplus, -x. The

variable x can, however, be interpreted more broadly; for example,

x could represent the sum of consumers' surplus and profit.

3. The restriction to linear incentive schemes also facilitates comparison

of the results derived here with others in the literature. See, for

example, Weitzman [1980].

-. ~ the firm faces no uncertai.nty about the technology of cost reduction

from the outset and the regulator is aware of this fact, then the

relevant incentive problem differs fundamentally from that considered

here. For one thing, it is possible to show that the expected payoff

to consumers is strictly greater when the firm commits itself to a

binding compensation scheme before, rather than after, it learns the

true state of nature. Thus, the regulator charged with maximizing

consuaers' surplus will, whenever possible, negotiate with the firm

before tie latter learns the true value of &. Other ways in which

the incentive problem differs if the firm knows e from the outset

are discussed in Appendix B.

5. Such behavior is induced because under R (x), the firm will effectively

choose x.to maximize the quantity {V - D)(x,S) + a* }. r*(O) iste value

of x that maximizes this expression.



6. This result follows directly from findings in the principal-agent

literature. See, for example, Harris and Raviv [1979], Holmstrom

[1978], and Shavell [1979].

7. NotC. that this example differs from the standard problem posed in

(RP) because the support of each distribution here is not identical.

As the results which follow demonstrate, though, all of the properties

of the regulator's optimal strategy described in Proposition 1 also

characterize the solution to the problem considered here.

8. A sufficient condition for the solution to (RP) to consist of only

two distinct contracts in this example is

1 3 2 2 1
- )(Al)

2C2 3 =e1(3 2
(4 + #) 0(0 -0)

This condition is derived by proving that a contradiction is reached

if (Al) holds and the solution to (RP) is assumed to consist of three

distinct schedules. When the parameters of the problem are such that

(Al) does not hold, the optimal strategy for the regulator can be

determined through a comparison of his expected payoff under the

optimal pair and triple of compensation schedules.
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